Cookie Notice
This is the Cookie Notice for eCDOP, a product created and owned by Quality Education
Solutions Ltd t/a QES, issued in accordance with the General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR).

Cookies are small text files placed on your device when you visit internet sites. Cookies can
be used for things such as allowing a website to remember you, to store and honour your
preferences and settings, or enabling you to sign in where relevant. Websites may use cookies
for detecting what kind of device you have in order to present content in the best way, for a
language switch and/or for other purposes. Cookies do not collect or store any personidentifiable information.
eCDOP uses 3 cookies;
1. ASP.NET_SessionId – this cookie is used to identify your session between requests,
i.e. between pages loading, and it expires at the end of the session (for example, when
you close your browser).
2. Client_Environment_AuthCookie – this cookie is used to keep you signed into the
eCDOP site during your session. It expires when the browsing session ends (for
example, when you log out of the system).
3. Local Storage – This isn’t actually a cookie but works in the same way in that it records
information on your local machine. No data is stored on your machine from the eCDOP
database, we use this to cache some of the HTML pages to improve the speed of your
system.
You can use the controls in your internet browser to control the data collected by cookies, for
example by limiting how the websites you visit are able to use cookies, or to withdraw your
cookie consent by clearing or blocking cookies.
You can refuse the use of cookies by selecting the appropriate settings in your browser.
However, if you do this you will not be able to login to the application and may lose some
useful functionality such as personalisation.

